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Summary
Lipödem is associated with numerous myths. In this short series we offer an overview of the myths of lipedema, and we throw a critical eye over popular statements concerning the disease; statements that found their way into scientific publications decades ago, and which have been accepted and repeated since then without criticism; statements which have become widely accepted facts for lipedema patients, and particularly for lipedema self-help groups. In the first part of this series we took a critical look at two popular myths about lipedema. We found that there is no scientific evidence for neither “Lipödem ist ein progressiver Krankheit”, nor “Lipödem ist ein chronisches Konstrukt”.

The second article about the myths of lipedema we focussed on the edema aspect, on the “edema in lipedema” and the subsequent therapeutic consequences — manual lymph drainage. We were also able to show that there is no scientific evidence for the popular statement: “lipedema is primarily an “edema problem”; manual lymph drainage is thus the essential standard therapy to be conducted regularly”. There is thus no basis for the prescription of long term regular manual lymph drainage with the aim of removing edema. In this, the third part of the series on familiar and often quoted “lipedema statements” we take a closer look at two other myths: 4: “lipedema makes you fat” and 5: “weight loss has no effect on lipedema”. For both statements there is neither a reasonable physiological or pathophysiological construct nor is there any scientific evidence in the literature. Furthermore both statements contradict our many years of daily clinical experience with lipedema patients to a high degree. It actually seems that the converse is true: Weight gain seems to be a decisive trigger for the development of lipedema, in patients with the right genetic disposition. Lipedema and obesity are two different diseases, but mostly they appear together. We see patients on almost a daily basis, who effectively lose weight after successful bariatric surgery as part of our obesity program, including in the limbs. Lipedema patients regularly experience considerable improvement in pain symptoms typical for lipedema through sustained weight loss. These patients are often symptom-free, so that we can then say that the lipedema is in remission. In our fourth contribution to the series we will examine the significance of liposuction for lipedema, in order to then present a therapeutic concept in the last part of the series, that is not only based on scientific evidence, but should also contribute to a long-term and comprehensive improvement in the symptoms of lipedema patients.
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Introduction

This is already the third part of a presentation that casts a critical eye over popular statements about lipoedema, myths that have surrounded the disease for decades.

In the first part of our series on lipoedema, we showed that there is no scientific evidence for the widely disseminated assertion that “lipoedema is a progressive disease” and that the frequently misused term “lipolymphoedema” is therefore obsolete (1). It is not the disease of lipoedema that is progressive, but often the disease of obesity. If both lipoedema and also lymphoedema are present in a severely obese female patient, this is, therefore, not “lipolymphoedema” but obesity related lymphoedema (2).

In addition, our pilot study showed that the statement “Lipoedema causes mental illnesses” is also a myth with no scientific basis whatsoever. Instead, it appears that a high psychological vulnerability contributes significantly to the development of lipoedema – not least due to the increased perception of pain (3).

In the second part of our review, we devoted our attention to the statement “Lipoedema is primarily an "oedema problem"; regular manual lymphatic drainage is therefore essential”. We showed that neither clinical, imaging nor histological evidence exists for “oedema in lipoedema”. Hence, there is no indication for long-term and regular manual lymphatic drainage (4).

This third part of our presentation on the myths of lipoedema concerns the sensitive topic of “lipoedema and obesity”. There are two particular statements that accompany our daily clinical work with lipoedema patients. First of all, the statement particularly popular with patients that “Lipoedema makes you fat!” and secondly, the message spread by many lipoedema experts “Weight loss has no effect on lipoedema!”

Right at the beginning of our remarks, we have to point out that there is no scientific data to support these two myths. However, there are also none for the contrary thesis, i.e. for the statement that lipoedema does not lead to weight gain and that weight loss certainly does lead to an improvement in symptoms!

Nevertheless, it appears obvious that there is a close correlation between being overweight or obese and the disease of lipoedema. We saw 2344 women diagnosed with lipoedema in our SHI-accredited outpatient lymphology clinic in 2015. Only 3% of these patients were of normal weight, 9% were overweight (BMI between 25 and 30 kg/m2) and 88% of our lipoedema patients were obese (BMI > 30 kg/m2) (5).

Our patient collective appears largely representative in this regard. For example, Bosman reported that up to 80% of his female lipoedema patients in a centre in the Netherlands were overweight and/or obese (not separated into overweight and obesity) (6). In 2011, the British research group of Child and Gordon reported that only 4% of their lipoedema patients were of normal weight, 11% were overweight and 85% obese (7). These figures clearly demonstrate the strong relationship between lipoedema and obesity. A lipoedema patient of normal weight is a rarity!

It must be borne in mind in this context that the BMI is of only limited value in lipoedema patients in the overweight region (between 25 and 30 kg/m2). There is the rare group of patients with a largely slim upper body and marked increase in fat in the extremities. Overweight in the strict sense is illusory in such patients because it is not actually present due to the fat distribution through the lipohypertrophy of the legs. The WHtR (Waist-to-Height Ratio) is the more suitable measure for these patients. It describes the ratio between waist circumference and height and gives a better indication of the distribution of body fat. In the Földi Clinic, we measure both the BMI and the WHtR in all patients with lipoedema.

So how can this apparent relationship between lipoedema and obesity be explained?

In the absence of scientific data, we want to examine the plausibility and empirical evidence for the two popular statements.

Myth 4: Lipoedema makes you fat!

Patients as well as the media are keen to explain the connection between lipoedema and obesity as being that lipoedema is responsible for the weight gain in women with lipoedema.

For example the magazine Stern has written, “Women who suffer from lipoedema are generally incorrectly considered to be simply overweight... and... “many women affected (and a few men) have been slim all their lives before the fat pads on their arms and legs suddenly increase uncontrollably” (8).

Sputnik, the youth-oriented station of Central German Radio, describes lipoedema on its website as a “mysterious disease that makes people fat” (9).

Evidero, a German internet health portal, lists lipoedema as the first disease that can lead to becoming overweight, even be-
fore hypothyroidism. On its website it states that “lipoedema has nothing to do with eating” (10).

During the preparation of this article, the German NDR television channel broadcast an item on lipoedema in its programme “Market”. A severely obese woman laboriously climbing stairs was shown right at the start of the clip. At the same time, the off-stage voice was heard saying “Climbing stairs – a painful torture for R. W. She suffers from a rare disease called lipoedema, a disorder of fat distribution that causes her to constantly put on weight” (11, here only the initials of the patient are given, not the name).

A severely obese lipoedema activist has now propagated the notion “Lipoedema in the belly” on YouTube (12).

This approach is even more widespread in the USA, where there is a coalition of doctors and women patients who explain their weight gain by the disease lipoedema. In a specialist article by Dr. Karen Herbst, endocrinologist and protagonist of the American lipoedema scene, a patient who weighs more than 200 kg writes:

“I have a congenital condition called lipoedema that causes my body to produce excess adipose tissue, also known as fat” (13). A US internet portal for overweight people, states that “Lipedema May Increase Obesity in Women” (14).

As a result of this view propagated in the media, we are confronted on a daily basis in the Specialist Lymphology Clinic or also in the SHI-accredited outpatient clinic, with women diagnosed with lipoedema who tell us things such as, “My legs are becoming fatter and fatter and hurt”. Mind you: the patient who made this statement weighs 90 kg or 140 kg, for example. But the focus of the patient was explicitly on her legs. Then this is often followed by the second statement, “Because of my lipoedema, I am constantly putting on weight”.

There is no scientific evidence for this view! There is also no conclusive pathophysiological construct to explain how lipoedema leads to weight gain, to weight gains of 20 kg, 50 kg or 70 kg!

There is general agreement that a disproportionate increase in fat in the legs (sometimes also in the arms) is an important criterion for this disease. This initially often only slight disproportionality is frequently seen even during puberty. The young women are generally asymptomatic at this time; at most there is mild lipohypertrophy of the legs that is of no pathological significance whatever. The risk of symptoms and hence of the development of lipoedema only starts when the weight progresses and the associated over-proportional increase in fat in the lower half of the body occurs.

There is therefore much to be said for the opposite view that it is not the lipoedema that leads to weight gain, but that weight gain (often obesity) can, in the case of the relevant (genetic) disposition, result in lipoedema.

The causes of obesity are varied and highly complex. There is scientific evidence for genetic and especially epigenetic influences (15–18). Biological factors such as stress or addictive behaviour can affect weight (19–20). Psychological diseases such as depression and eating disorders can greatly contribute to obesity (21). Finally, sociocultural changes also play a considerable role in the development of obesity: for example, changes in eating habits, the exorbitant consumption of sugar (particularly in soft drinks and in industrially-prepared foods), and a lifestyle with little exercise. Added to these is a beauty ideal that is enshrined in the underweight range and is therefore closely connected with a diet culture which often begins in adolescence and whose long-term course does not lead to weight loss, but on the contrary, to weight increase (22–26).

In Germany, roughly 25% of the population are now obese (BMI > 30 kg/m2) and in the USA this figure had already reached 40% in 2017 (27–28).

This shows how obesity has become an epidemic in the past decades (29) and as a result – the diagnosis of lipoedema as well! So if lipoedema doesn’t make one fat, how can the broad support for this scientifically untenable position be explained?

The essential basis for the popularity of this view of lipoedema is the stigmatisation of the disease of obesity, which is frequently considered to be the result of incorrect behaviour, a weak will or lack of discipline. Even among medical professionals, and particularly among doctors, weight-related discrimination and stigmatisation is especially marked (30–32). Even medical students find disparaging jokes about obese people not inappropriate because of the opinion that they are themselves to blame for being overweight. But stigmatising attitudes towards obese patients can also be found among medical specialists in obesity and diabetics (33–34).

The referral letters we receive regarding our patients regularly contain the medical recommendation to reduce weight. As mentioned above, the causes of the disease of obesity are complex – as also recognised by the WHO. “Guilt” (or “the accusation of incorrect behaviour”) is therefore not only a less than helpful explanation for obesity, but is simply wrong!

At the same time, the data concerning the poor prognosis of conservative weight reduction are impressive. Depending on the study, between 80% and 99% of all patients who lose weight conservatively will put it on again in the long term (35–42). In women in particular, attempts to reduce weight that were started during adolescence lead to an often decade-long dieting spiral with a continuous increase in weight (43). The routinely stated medical recommendation to the overweight woman to lose weight is thus highly problematic!

The advice to reduce weight is especially deceitful in lipoedema. Studies by Hohenheim University have shown that women (in contrast to men) regain their weight after weight loss over-proportionately in the lower half of the body (44) – and, as stated above – almost all diet participants put their lost weight back on. In other words, any recommendation by a doctor to female lipoedema patients to lose weight actually increases the risk of a further increase in fatty tissue in the leg region and hence also increases the risk of their symptoms increasing.

In our opinion, the “boom” in lipoedema is also due to the way the unloved disease of obesity is handled by medical professions as outlined above. On the part of patients, lipoedema has thus developed into an “excuse”, into a kind of “alibi” for weight gain and for being overweight. If obesity is judged as culpable behaviour, then – according to the view popular
among patients – the disease of lipoedema is the explanation for the constantly increasing weight. "I am not fat, I suffer from lipoedema" is the credo of many lipoedema self-help groups, that then also finds resonance in the media (45–47).

On a daily basis we are confronted in the Specialist Lymphology Clinic by women with lipoedema who are convinced, based on this false information (published in a variety of channels) that the lipoedema is responsible for their long history of progressive weight gain. It is laborious and time-consuming to convince patients that they are misinformed. It is laborious and time-consuming to convince patients that there are other factors that lead to an increase in weight – but definitely not lipoedema. It is laborious and time-consuming to convince patients that the frequently desired treatment options – manual lymphatic drainage or liposuction – will in no way result in a substantial, permanent or even only approximately satisfactory weight loss.

**Conclusions**

There is no evidence that lipoedema leads to weight gain. Our clinical experience, repeated numerous times a day, points in the opposite direction. Given the right genetic disposition for lipoedema, weight gain appears a decisive trigger for developing it in the first place. This is confirmed by the data from our internal obesity programme, in which currently more than 400 patients are being extensively diagnosed and documented (48).

Normal or slightly overweight women with highly disproportional fat distribution and soft tissue symptoms do exist, but in view of the overwhelming majority of obese and morbidly obese women with lipoedema, they form a very small minority.

**Myth 5: Losing weight has no effect on lipoedema!**

This statement represents a further dogma within lipoedema mythology. With almost complete regularity, it is lamented that medical professionals confuse lipoedema with obesity. For example Schmeller wrote that "often lipoedema is confused with obesity or is regarded as a partial symptom of obesity". (49); or in another publication: "even doctors and medical professionals frequently overlook the disease or confuse it with obesity or lymphoedema" (50). Cornely and Gensior were similarly worried, whose website states that "Lipoedema is rarely diagnosed quickly and correctly. Often patients have to put up with hearing: You are too fat" (51).

Karen Herbst, endocrinologist and protagonist in the American lipoedema scene entitled her article that mainly discussed lipoedema, "Rare adipose disorders (RADS) masquerading as obesity". In it she wrote that "One of the most common misconceptions about patients with lipoedema is that they suffer, instead, from lifestyle- or diet-induced obesity"; and at another point: Lipoedema "may be misdiagnosed as obesity" (52).

This view of lipoedema is taken up with alacrity by the media and by patients. The magazine Stern said that "Women who suffer from lipoedema are usually falsely accused of simply being overweight and an actress writing about lipoedema (and whose book has risen to become a best seller in the lipoedema scene in Germany) believes that many women with lipoedema are regarded in medical practices as "just being obese" (53–54). It goes without saying that this popular view is shared by lipoedema self-help groups and internet fora (55).

It cannot be emphasised enough: the great majority of women with lipoedema are actually ALSO obese!

To repeat the figures already given above just one more time: a woman of normal weight with lipoedema is actually rare! In the 2015 patient collective seen at our outpatient clinic (more than 2300 female patients), only 3% of those with lipoedema were of normal weight; similar figures have been reported from England and the Netherlands. In other words, by far the greater number of these women suffer from two problems – from obesity AND lipoedema. Focussing on the lipoedema in a woman with a BMI of 35 or 45 or 55 kg/m2 appears to us grotesque and does little to achieve the objective; the division of the two problems is not helpful. In our experience, many of our female patients with lipoedema often suffer more from the progressive weight increase (and hence the associated “currently unfashionable body shape”) than from the actual pain in the legs.

As a consequence of this view propagated by many lipoedema experts – and therefore also by lipoedema patients – there is the assumption that weight loss also has no influence on the lipoedema (and/or the symptoms that occur with the lipoedema). It would merely reduce the “obesity fat” but not the “lipoedema fat". The above-mentioned endocrinologist, Herbst has written that "Although lifestyle changes and bariatric surgery work effectively for the obesity component..." these treatments do not routinely reduce the abnormal subcutaneous adipose tissue” of lipoedema (56).

Schmeller has also stated that weight loss helps "but only in the case of obesity and it merely reduces truncal circumference. Since the lipoedema-specific fat accumulations cannot be lost by going on a starvation diet, the discrepancy between trunk and extremities gets even worse" (57). Under the heading "The facts are therefore", Cornely declared that "An improvement through dieting and sport is not possible" (58). A doctor called Stutz who, like Schmeller and Cornely, performs liposuction is convinced that the fat pads on the legs are not the same as stored reserve fat in obesity. In his patient flyer Stutz declares that “This fat has a quite different structure and therefore cannot be lost through dieting and sport" (59).

It is conspicuous – and this remark is permissible – how strongly especially doctors who practice liposuction in Germany commit themselves to this approach. For example, the websites of other liposuction colleagues contain the information that sport and weight loss have no positive effects on lipoedema (e.g. 60–62).

This view is also gratefully adopted by patients and lipoedema self-help groups. The lipoedema portal frequently visited by women with lipoedema considers unsuccessful weight reduction to be the "key symptom" of lipoedema: “The amount of fatty tissue in lipoedema cannot be reduced
and waist-to-height index). Achieved – at least temporarily – a reduction in fat in the region of the extremities through conservative therapy and thereby also have succeeded in losing weight through programmes. We justify this approach by the disastrous long-term prognosis of attempts at conservative weight reduction as proved by the consistent data already mentioned above and confirmed by our long clinical experience with patients who have been under our lymphological care for years and whose weight has continuously increased during their “dieting careers” often over many years. Instead of “diet and exercise” the credo of our clinic is “stabilize and exercise”. In addition, alongside the compression therapy essential for all women with lipoedema, the promotion of self-acceptance – especially the acceptance of one’s own body – is of overriding importance for this group of patients. Only when this is achieved is it possible for them to escape from the vicious circle of diets, yo-yo effects and worsening of the lipoedema.

As well as the improvement in their lipoedema symptoms, women who have undergone bariatric surgery also experience other positive effects such as a marked increase in their mobility and hence also in their quality of life (67–68).

Added to that is the cardiovascular benefit of surgical treatment of obesity: diabetes mellitus, high blood pressure and sleep apnoea syndrome improve, or often disappear completely (69–73).

Finally, several large studies show the efficacy of bariatric surgery in terms of reduction in long-term mortality. Following sleeve gastrectomy or gastric bypass operations, patients live longer and healthier lives than comparably obese patients who do not have such procedures (74–77).

The frequent assertion by nutritionists that the metabolic outcome of conservative nutritional programmes is comparable to that of sleeve gastrectomy or gastric bypass, is, in our opinion, more wishful thinking than scientific evidence. For example, G. Faerber wrote in this journal, “These results are therefore comparable to those after bariatric procedures” (78). The author provides two studies as a basis for this statement, with an extremely low sample size (11 and 29 subjects respectively!) and also of extremely short duration (maximum 8 weeks!). During these eight weeks, the subjects were subjected to a 600 kcal diet (Optifast from Nestle) (79, 80). Various metabolic parameters were then

More permanent and more substantial are weight losses that women have experienced as part of our multimodal obesity programme, in which lymphoedema and also lipoedema patients with a BMI upwards of 40 kg/m² are prepared – provided they are suitable and have consented – for surgical obesity treatment. The obesity programme of the Földi Clinic has already been outlined in an earlier issue of this journal (66). The weight reduction achieved with this programme is also regularly reflected in a generally proportional reduction in circumference of the extremities.

In other words, the weight loss achieved within the framework of bariatric surgery (gastric bypass or sleeve gastrectomy) by women with lipoedema is also experienced substantially and generally permanently in the region of their arms and legs. A certain disproportionality of the legs usually remains after successful weight loss. However, the sole asymptomatic disproportionality of the legs is generally not a pathological condition. The aim of this medical treatment is not a leg that approaches the current beauty ideal – this would be the task of cosmetic surgery that, of course, would not be undertaken at the expense of society as a whole! The aim of this medical treatment is primarily to improve or abolish symptoms. The overwhelming majority of our patients experience a marked improvement in their symptoms as a result of the often considerable fat reduction in their legs, many even become pain-free. We then speak of “lipoedema in remission”. If the course of body weight remains largely stable also in subsequent years, it is unlikely that symptoms will recur. Thus the lipoedema becomes a – generally only still mild – lipohypertrophy of no pathological significance whatsoever. These positive experiences of weight loss on lipoedema, collected over many years, are currently the subject of a study with the University of Freiburg.

We advise obese patients with a BMI below 40 kg/m² or patients in whom (e.g. due to internal or psychological contraindications) surgery for obesity is not possible to undertake long-term weight stabilisation. At the same time, we explicitly advise against diets or conservative weight reduction programmes. We justify this approach by the disastrous long-term prognosis of attempts at conservative weight reduction as proved by the consistent data already mentioned above and confirmed by our long clinical experience with patients who have been under our lymphological care for years and whose weight has continuously increased during their “dieting careers” often over many years. Instead of “diet and exercise” the credo of our clinic is “stabilize and exercise”. In addition, alongside the compression therapy essential for all women with lipoedema, the promotion of self-acceptance – especially the acceptance of one’s own body – is of overriding importance for this group of patients. Only when this is achieved is it possible for them to escape from the vicious circle of diets, yo-yo effects and worsening of the lipoedema.

As well as the improvement in their lipoedema symptoms, women who have undergone bariatric surgery also experience other positive effects such as a marked increase in their mobility and hence also in their quality of life (67–68).

After all, the frequent assertion by nutritionists that the metabolic outcome of conservative nutritional programmes is comparable to that of sleeve gastrectomy or gastric bypass, is, in our opinion, more wishful thinking than scientific evidence. For example, G. Faerber wrote in this journal, “These results are therefore comparable to those after bariatric procedures” (78). The author provides two studies as a basis for this statement, with an extremely low sample size (11 and 29 subjects respectively!) and also of extremely short duration (maximum 8 weeks!). During these eight weeks, the subjects were subjected to a 600 kcal diet (Optifast from Nestle) (79, 80). Various metabolic parameters were then
measured. The question as to how long these subjects continued this 600 kcal diet after the end of the study remains open and it is not known how the metabolic parameters subsequently developed.

The conclusions drawn from these few studies that have compared results from those with bariatric procedures – which, as mentioned above (69–71, 73–77), have involved several thousand patients over many years – are astonishing and ultimately only understandable if one shares the critical attitude of Faebler to surgical treatment options. The failure of conservative weight reduction programmes in the long term has been documented by many high-grade studies (81–91) and has already been described by Bertsch (2) in this journal. The author (Faebler) also expressly warns against “malnutrition or nutritional deficiency, osteoporosis, oesophagitis” and more. A wider training of nutritional specialists and dieticians in the art of postoperative care following bariatric surgery would, in our opinion, be a better response than the sweeping dissuasion from using a treatment option that gives very many patients the chance of a healthier, longer and easier life.

In addition, in her article Faebler warns against an increased rate of suicide after bariatric surgery. In the same article in this journal (78) she refers to the study by Tindle (92) in the USA. An increased suicide rate compared to the general population (!) is also described in a review by Peterhänsel (93).

On critical reflection it rapidly becomes clear that a wholly unsuitable comparison was used here and the groups were not comparable with each other: one group of patients who had undergone bariatric surgery was compared with a parallel group matched according to age and gender – from the normal population (92). However, the far more significant BMI was completely ignored, although it is known that persons with a higher BMI in particular also show a higher comorbidity of mental diseases (94).

However, if obese patients prepared to undergo a bariatric procedure are compared with a group of obese patients from the population, then the two groups do not differ with regard to their self-harming
null
Outlook

In a fourth article, we will discuss the place of liposuction in lipoedema, so that in our final paper we can present a treatment concept that is not only scientifically based, but should contribute to a more persistent and more comprehensive improvement in the symptoms of our female lipoedema patients.
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